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Abstract

Rationale: Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is an untreatable and
often fatal lung disease that is increasing in prevalence and is caused
by complex interactions between genetic and environmental factors.
Epigenetic mechanisms control gene expression and are likely to
regulate the IPF transcriptome.

Objectives: To identify methylation marks that modify gene
expression in IPF lung.

Methods:We assessed DNAmethylation (comprehensive high-
throughput arrays for relative methylation arrays [CHARM]) and gene
expression (Agilent gene expression arrays) in 94 patients with IPF and
67 control subjects, andperformed integrative genomic analyses todefine
methylation–gene expression relationships in IPF lung. We validated
methylation changes by a targeted analysis (Epityper), and performed
functional validation of one of the genes identified by our analysis.

Measurements and Main Results:We identified 2,130
differentially methylated regions (DMRs;,5% false discovery rate),

of which 738 are associated with significant changes in gene
expression and enriched for expected inverse relationship
between methylation and expression (P, 2.23 10216). We
validated 13/15 DMRs by targeted analysis of methylation.
Methylation–expression quantitative trait loci (methyl-eQTL)
identified methylation marks that control cis and trans gene
expression, with an enrichment for cis relationships (P, 2.23
10216). We found five trans methyl-eQTLs where a methylation
change at a single DMR is associated with transcriptional changes
in a substantial number of genes; four of these DMRs are near
transcription factors (castor zinc finger 1 [CASZ1], FOXC1,
MXD4, and ZDHHC4).We studied the in vitro effects of change in
CASZ1 expression and validated its role in regulation of target
genes in the methyl-eQTL.

Conclusions: These results suggest that DNA methylation may be
involved in the pathogenesis of IPF.

Keywords: DNA methylation; gene expression; pulmonary
fibrosis; quantitative trait; mapping

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) appears
to result from reprogramming of injured
alveolar epithelial cells, which undergo
early apoptosis, epithelial–mesenchymal

transition, and produce mediators that
lead to proliferation of resident fibroblasts
and recruitment of fibrocytes. As the
extracellular matrix (ECM) expands,

myofibroblastic foci develop, resulting
in further fibroproliferation in the
ECM and the more extensive lung
remodeling (1).
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Gene expression profiling studies have
demonstrated that several thousand genes are
differentially expressed in the lung
parenchyma of individuals with IPF (2, 3). In
aggregate, these studies have consistently
identified genes associated with ECM
formation, degradation, signaling,
smooth muscle markers, growth factors,
developmental pathways, immunoglobulins,
complement, and chemokines (4). The
influence of cigarette smoking (5) and the
dynamic gene expression changes (4)
identified in IPF suggest that epigenetic
mechanisms may influence the development
of this disease (6). Early studies have
demonstrated a link between exposure to
tobacco smoke and lung cancer via
methylation of CpG islands in cancer genes,
such as p16 (7). More recent studies have
shown that cigarette smoke has an influence
on the epigenome (8–10) and on methylation
of specific promoters in genes involved in
pathogenesis of IPF, such as Wnt7a (11).

Several targeted studies have shown
that epigenetic modulation regulates
expression of genes involved in pathogenesis
of IPF, namely, cyclo-oxygenase-2 (12),
chemokine IP-10 (13), Thy-1 (CD90) (14),
p14 (ARF) (15), and a-smooth muscle actin
(a-SMA) (16, 17). Two genomic studies
of DNA methylation in IPF lung have
revealed extensive DNA methylation

changes within CpG islands (18, 19).
These early studies suggested that DNA
methylation may influence the expression
of specific genes in the IPF lung; however,
both studies used small sample sizes, only
partially characterized the relationship of
DNA methylation and gene expression, and
were unable to assess methylation of less
dense CpG areas near CpG islands (CpG
shores) that have recently been shown
to be associated with tissue-specific gene
expression, cancer, hematopoietic cell
lineage commitment, and stem cell
pluripotency (20–22). In our study, we
used comprehensive high-throughput
arrays for relative methylation (CHARM)
methodology (23) to interrogate 4.6 million
CpG sites distributed across the human
genome with gene expression changes in
lung tissue of 94 subjects with IPF and 67
control subjects to more comprehensively
study the association between DNA
methylation and gene expression in IPF.
Partial results of these studies have been
reported in the form of an abstract (24).

Methods

Subjects and Tissue Samples

All human tissue was collected after
appropriate ethical review for the protection
of human subjects through the National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute–sponsored
Lung Tissue Research Consortium. All
subjects met American Thoracic Society/
European Respiratory Society criteria for
diagnosis of IPF (25). Please refer to the
online supplement for population
description. Lung tissue specimens from
lower (n = 52), upper (n = 34), and middle/
lingula (n = 8) lobes from subjects with IPF
and with normal histology from lower
(n = 26), upper (n = 34), and middle/lingula
(n = 7) lobes were obtained from the Lung
Tissue Research Consortium.

Genomic DNA Methylation and Gene

Expression Profiling

DNA and RNA were isolated using standard
methods. We followed CHARM protocols
developed by others using Nimblegen
CHARM array design (23, 26) with
additional quality control metrics. Gene
expression profiling was performed using
Agilent’s human gene expression
microarrays (GE 43 44 k v2 or G3 Sure
print 83 60 k formats; Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).

Validation of DNA Methylation Data

Methylation of individual CpG motifs
within selected differentially methylated
regions (DMRs) identified using CHARM
was examined in a subset of subjects (52
IPF and 48 control) using MassARRAY
EpiTYPER assays and primers designed in
the EpiDesigner software (Sequenom, San
Diego, CA; see Table E1 in the online
supplement). For analysis of castor zinc
finger (CASZ) 1 methylation in alveolar
type II cells (27), we used pyrosequencing
on the PyroMark Q96 MD sequencer
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD).

DNA Methylation Data Analysis

Data quality for CHARM arrays was assessed
using the quality control functions in the
charm R package (28), principal components
analysis, and probabilistic estimation of
expression residuals factors (29, 30).
Normalized percent methylation estimates
(range, 0–1) at each of the 2.1 million probes
were used in all downstream analyses after
logit transformation. The R package limma
(31) was used to fit linear models for
methylation data and P values were based on
the moderated t statistic. From this, DMRs
were identified from those P values using
comb-p (32) with a window size of 300 bases
and a corrected P value of less than 0.05
(corresponding to a, 5% after correcting
for the number of possible DMRs). This
resulted in regions of adjacent probes with
low P values that stand up to genome-wide
correction. Regions were annotated to
nearest gene and CpG island from human
genome version hg18 with CruzDB (33).

Gene Expression Data Analysis

Expression array data were normalized
using cyclic loess (34). The R package,
limma (31), was used to fit linear models
for expression data and P values were based
on the moderated t statistic followed by
false discovery rate (FDR) correction to
obtain q values.

Quantitative Trait Loci Analysis

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) models were
run in Matrix expression QTL (eQTL)
(35). Analysis was performed on 1,315
differentially expressed genes in subjects
with IPF compared with control subjects
(5% FDR and more than twofold change)
and 50% of CHARM probes with the
largest variance across the entire dataset
(94,908 local or cis [,1 megabase (Mb)]
and 1,183,908,737 distant or trans [.1 Mb]

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the

Subject: Idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis (IPF) is currently an
untreatable disease of unknown
etiology that has a strong genetic
component, but is also influenced by
exposures to environmental factors,
such as cigarette smoke. IPF lung tissue
is extensively remodeled and
expression of many genes is altered in
the diseased lung.

What This Study Adds to the

Field: We identified extensive
alterations in DNA methylation
profiles and strong associations with
gene expression changes in diseased
lung, both in genes that are known to
be important in fibrosis as well as
novel candidate genes. These DNA
methylation marks represent
promising therapeutic targets for IPF.
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loci). We fit expression data to methylation
data and adjusted for disease status, age,
sex, smoking, and CHARM probabilistic
estimation of expression residual factors.
Significant relationships of methylation
marks and gene expression were identified
after FDR correction.

CASZ1 siRNA Treatment of

Calu-3 Cells

Calu-3 human airway epithelial cells were
grown and treated with short interfering
RNA (siRNA) using standard protocols, as
outlined in the online supplement. Genomic
expression of four biological replicates of
CASZ1 siRNA and off-target siRNA was
determined using Agilent 83 60 k S3
SurePrint arrays (Agilent Technologies).

CASZ1 Immunohistochemistry

Standard immunohistochemical staining
protocols were followed, as described in the
online supplement.

Lung Genomics Research

Consortium Data

Genomic data (CHARMmethylation arrays
and Agilent gene expression arrays), as well
as associated clinical data, are available
for download on the Lung Genomics
Research Consortium Web site (https://
www.lung-genomics.org/research/).

Results

Demographic Characteristics

Table 1 summarizes demographic and
clinical characteristics of the subjects with IPF
and nondiseased control subjects. The IPF
cohort is composed of more males than the
control subjects. Patients with IPF on average
have smoked fewer cigarettes than control
subjects, but there is substantial variability in
pack-years in both groups. Not surprisingly,
diseased individuals were significantly more
likely to be treated with corticosteroids alone
or in combination with immunosuppressive
agents. As expected, the IPF cohort is
clinically characterized by decreased lung
function, increased HRCT evidence of
honeycombing (but not emphysema), and
significant microscopic honeycombing and
fibroblastic foci on pathology.

Widespread DNA Methylation

Changes Are Present in IPF Lung

Comparing 94 subjects with IPF to 67
control subjects, we identified 2,130

genome-wide significant DMRs (a, 5%
after correcting for the number of possible
DMRs) after adjusting for age, sex, pack-
years of smoking, and technical variables
(both known and inferred; Figure 1 and
Figure E1 and Table E2 in the online
supplement). For 90% of the regions,
directionality of methylation change is
consistent across all probes that constitute
the DMR (Table E2).

The median length of DMRs is 332 base
pairs (range, 185–2046 base pairs).
Of the 2,130 DMRs, 923 (43%) are
hypomethylated in subjects with IPF

compared with control subjects. Median
absolute change in methylation is 5.7%
between subjects with IPF and control
subjects at each DMR (range, 0.1–17%).
The majority of the DMRs (n = 1,522
[71%]) are located within gene bodies
(intron, exon, and 39 untranslated region
[UTR] and 59 UTR), whereas only a small
number (n = 203 [10%]) are located in
the gene promoter (within 5 kb of the
transcription start site [TSS]; Figure 1B).
The 2,130 DMRs are associated with 1,514
unique genes; most genes have one DMR,
but some have multiple DMRs, such as the

Table 1. Subject Demographics and Clinical Characteristics of the Lung Tissue

Research Consortium Cohort Used in the Study to Identify Genomic Methylation and

Expression Changes

Controls IPF P Value

n 67 94
Age, mean (SD) 64.0 (10.1) 64.8 (8.4) 0.57*
Sex, % male 49.3 67.0 0.034†

Race, % white 97.0 94.7 0.70*
Smoker, n (%) 0.60*
Current 2 (3) 1 (1)
Former 43 (64) 65 (69)
Never 22 (33) 28 (30)

Pack-years, mean (SD)‡ 37.2(35.7) 25.9(19.9) 0.034*
Medication use within 30 d of biopsy, n (%)
None 60 (90) 23 (25) 8.23 10211

Corticosteroids 2 (3) 19 (20)
Immunosuppressants 0 (0) 0 (0)
Corticosteroids and immunosuppressants 0 (0) 49 (52)
Unknown 5 (7) 3 (3)

Pre-BD FVC, % predicted (SD) 96.9 (11.7) 71.9 (16.2) 1.13 10220*
DLCO, % predicted (SD) 85.1 (17.6) 45.4 (16.6) 3.03 10229*
Lobe-specific honeycombing (HRCT scan), n (%)x 0.023†

0 = Normal/none 49 (73) 60 (64)
1 =Mild (1–25%) 3 (4) 20 (21)
2 =Moderate (26–50%) 2 (3) 6 (6)
3 =Marked (51–75%) 0 (0) 2 (2)
4 = Severe (.75%) 0 (0) 2 (2)
Unknown 13 (19) 4 (4)

Honeycombing score (HRCT scan)jj (SD) 0.13 (0.44) 2.94 (4.21) 2.63 1026*
Percent emphysema (HRCT scan) (SD) 0.71 (1.07) 0.99 (1.82) 0.36*
Lobe–specific lung tissue pathology, microscopic

honeycombing, n (%)¶
8.73 10210*

0 = Unscored/not present 45 (100) 31 (49)
1 = Rare 0 (0) 5 (9)
2 = Present 0 (0) 27 (43)

Lobe-specific lung tissue pathology, fibroblastic
foci score, n (%)¶

2.73 10210*

0 = Unscored/not present 45 (100) 29 (47)
1 = Rare 0 (0) 21 (33)
2 = Present 0 (0) 13 (20)

Definition of abbreviations: BD = bronchodilator; DLCO = diffusing capacity of carbon monoxide;
HRCT = high-resolution computed tomography; IPF = idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.
*Assessed by two-tailed t test.
†Assessed by Fisher’s exact test.
‡Average for current and former smokers.
xExtent of honeycombing in the lobe that DNA and RNA were extracted from, as determined by
HRCT scan. All patients with IPF had evidence of honeycombing in at least one lung lobe.
jjSum of honeycomb scores for all lobes.
¶Data available on 108 subjects.
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CASZ1 gene with 24 intronic DMRs. As
observed in colon cancer (20), the majority
of the IPF DMRs (n = 1,285 [60%]) are in
CpG island shores (1–3,000 bases from the
island), whereas only a small number of
DMRs (n = 98 [5%]) are within the islands
themselves (Figure 1C).

To internally validate our findings,
EpiTYPER assays were done on 15 DMRs,
selected based on larger methylation changes
(range, 7–12%) and to include both genes
that have been implicated in pathogenesis of
IPF (NOTCH1, FBXO32, and TOLLIP) and
those with no previous association with
fibroproliferative lung disease (CASZ1, SOX7,
and TRIM71). Average methylation across all
CpGs in the DMR is significantly different
and in the same direction as determined by
CHARM analysis in IPF compared with
controls in 13 out of the 15 DMRs (Figure 1D
and Table E3). Of the two DMRs that did
not validate, NPAS2 has methylation changes
in the same direction as CHARM (but the
difference did not reach statistical significance),
whereas FBXO32 has no measurable
change in methylation between cases with
IPF and control subjects using MassARRAY.

We also intersected the 2,130 IPF-
associated DMRs with recently defined IPF
genome-wide association study (GWAS)
loci (36, 37) and identified methylation
changes in genes within 5 of the 10 IPF
GWAS loci: 4q22 (HERC3; one DMR in the
promoter [937 bases upstream of the TSS]);
6p24 (DSP; two intronic DMRs); 11p15
(TOLLIP; two intronic DMRs and MOB2/
IFITM10; three intronic DMRs); 13q34
(ATP11A; 13 intronic and 1 exon/39 UTR
DMRs and MCF2L; six intronic DMRs);
and 19p13 (DPP9; two intronic DMRs).

Finally, we performed an exploratory
analysis to examine whether any of the 2,130
IPF-associated DMRs are influenced by
medication use within the IPF group. No
DMRs were influenced by corticosteroid use
alone (multiple comparison–adjusted a,

0.05), and five of them (ESRRG, FNBP1,
JAG1, SEPT9, and SPTBN2) were influenced
by combined use of corticosteroids and
immunosuppressants. However, this analysis
is limited by the number of samples in each
group, and we did not have the power to
arrive at any definitive conclusions.

Relationship between DNA

Methylation and Gene Expression in

IPF Lung

Consistent with previous investigations of
gene expression in IPF lung, a large

number—13,251 unique genes—were
significantly differentially expressed genes
(5% FDR). Of these genes, 738 had a DMR
within 5 kb of the gene (Figure 2; Table E4).
As expected, hypomethylated DMRs were
associated with increased gene expression,
and hypermethylated DMRs were associated
with decreased gene expression (69%; P,
2.23 10216; blue dots in Figure 2); however,
a number of methylation changes were not
associated with expected gene expression
differences (red dots).

To functionally characterize 738 genes
with expression and methylation changes,

we examined canonical pathways, upstream
regulators, and protein–protein networks
in the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Among
the most enriched canonical pathways were
several that have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of IPF, namely, CXCR4
signaling (Benjamini-Hochberg [B-H]
multiple comparison–adjusted P = 7.83
1023) (38), thrombin signaling (B-H P =
9.13 1023) (39), Wnt/b-catenin signaling
(B-H P = 0.017) (40), vascular endothelial
growth factor signaling (B-H P = 0.029)
(41), and epithelial adherens junction
signaling (B-H P = 0.044) (42) (Table E5).
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Figure 1. Differentially methylated regions (DMRs) are associated with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis

(IPF) after controlling for age, sex, pack-years of smoking, technical variables, and batch effects.

(A) Manhattan plot of the adjusted P values for disease status (IPF/control) from the linear model.

DMRs are identified as significant (a, 5% after correcting for the number of possible DMRs) using the

linear model: % methylationz disease1 sex1 age1 pack-years1 technician1 signal_strength1

[five probabilistic estimation of expression residual factors]. Each dot represents a P value for a probe

on the comprehensive high-throughput arrays for relative methylation (CHARM) array that has been

adjusted by the significance of neighboring probes within 300 bases according to their correlation.

Highlighted in red are probes within 127 significant DMRs with most pronounced methylation

changes (absolute change> 10%) between cases and control subjects. Heatmap of all 2,130 DMRs

is shown in Figure E1. Genomic distribution of 2,130 DMRs by relationship to (B) gene and (C) CpG

island. (D) Internal validation of 15 selected DMRs (two PCR products are included for the DMR in

SOX7) on the Epityper platform. Plotted on the y axis are percent methylation values versus CpG

site on the x axis. Red dots represent IPF samples; blue dots are controls.
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Analysis of binding motifs in promoters of
the 738 genes identified overrepresentation
of regulators of lung development,
specifically, b-catenin (P = 2.43 1025),

GLI1 (P = 8.63 1025), and FOXC2 (P =
6.33 1026); FOXC2 is a regulator of
mesenchymal tissue development that
induces expression of integrins (43), which

are key mediators of fibroproliferation (44)
(Table E6). Network analysis identified 10
high-scoring (score. 30) networks in the
expression–methylation dataset (Figure 2B
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Figure 2. Expression changes in genes within 5 kilobases of the nearest differentially methylated region (DMR) associated with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF).

(A) Plotted are expression data for 738 genes that have a DMR within 5 kilobases of the gene (defined from the transcription start site to the last base of the last

exon). The x-axis methylation difference is represented by the mean percent methylation difference in IPF compared with control; y axis expression difference

is represented by the mean fold change in IPF compared with control (on the log base 2 scale). The blue dots represent hypomethylated genes that

were associated with increased gene expression and hypermethylated genes were associated with decreased gene expression. The red dots represent

methylation changes that were not associated with expected gene expression differences. The P value is the binomial P value for enrichment of expected

methylation–gene expression relationships (blue dots) in the dataset. (B) The most significant protein–protein network (score = 54) identified by Ingenuity Pathway

Analysis (IPA) demonstrates that a number of genes with differential methylation and expression in IPF lung are known to have direct interactions (solid lines) with

the amyloid b precursor using data in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base. Green indicates lower methylation or expression in IPF; red indicates higher methylation or

expression in IPF compared with control lung. Methylation values are colored based on percent methylation change between IPF and controls; colors of

expression values are based on log2(fold change) between IPF and controls. Molecule shapes: oval= transcriptional regulator; diamond=enzyme; dashed line

rectangle=channel; up triangle=phosphatase; down triangle=kinase; trapezoid= transporter; circle=other. This analysis was restricted to only direct relationships.

The network score is based on the hypergeometric distribution, and is calculated with the right-tailed Fisher’s exact test to identify enrichment of differentially

methylated/expressed genes in the network relative to IPA database. The other nine networks with scores of greater than 30 are shown in Figure E2.
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and Figure E2). The most significant
network centers around amyloid b

precursor (APP) protein and contains the
transcription factor, CASZ1 (Figure 2B).
APP, or presenilin 2, is best known for its
role in Alzheimer’s disease, and is one of the
substrates for g secretase; other substrates
include Notch, E-cadherin, and CD44 (45).
However, APP is known to be expressed in
the lung, is alternatively spliced in lung
cancer (46), and has been shown to bind
directly to transforming growth factor-b1
(47). The rest of the networks contain genes
related to development (FZD8, GLI3, JAG2,
WNT5B, WNT10A), cilium (CELSR1,
FOXJ1, RFX2, RPGRIPL1), tight junctions
(CTNND2, SLDN5, SLDN11, TJP2), as well
as those with IPF-associated genetic variants
(DSP, TOLLIP) (Figure E2). Taken together,
this analysis identified a number of
biologically relevant methylation–expression
relationships in IPF lung.

Methylation-eQTL Analysis

To further explore the relationship between
methylation and gene expression, we
performed a methylation-eQTL (methyl-
eQTL) analysis, evaluating the association
between epigenetic loci and individual
differences in quantitative levels of
differentially expressed genes in subjects
with IPF compared with control subjects
(Figure 3). The goal of this analysis was to
identify methylation changes that affect
most prominently differentially expressed
genes in IPF lung; it was performed on
1,315 most differentially expressed genes in
subjects with IPF compared with control
subjects (5% FDR and more than twofold
change) and 50% of CHARM probes with
the highest variance across the entire
dataset. At FDR less than 0.1%, 172/1,315
genes have significant relationships of
methylation and expression; on average,
each gene has eight methylation marks
associated with its expression (Table E7).
We observed mostly changes in expression
that are opposite in direction with DNA
methylation (blue dots), and detected only
a small number of statistically significant
changes with the same directionality (red
dots). Although we observed an enrichment
in cis relationships (within 1 Mb of the
gene; x2 P, 2.23 10216), we also
identified methylation marks that regulate
large groups of genes (trans regulation;
master regulators of expression). Four out
of the five most significant trans-regulating
methylation marks are near transcription

factors (CASZ1, FOXC1, MXD4,
ZDHHC4). Analysis of promoters of
genes that are putatively regulated by
methylation changes in CASZ1 using the
ENCODE CHIP-seq data (48) showed
enrichment in the EZH2 (P, 13 1027),
a methyltransferase and component of the
polycomb repressor complex 2 that plays
an essential role in the epigenetic
maintenance of the H3K27me3 repressive
chromatin mark. EZH2 is known to
mediate epigenetic silencing of CASZ1 in

neuroblastomas (49). Our results are
consistent with this relationship; EZH2
mRNA is up-regulated by 1.8-fold (q = 93
10211), whereas CASZ1 is down-regulated
by 1.7-fold (q = 3.33 10210) in IPF lung.

The Role of the Transcription Factor,

CASZ1, in Regulating Gene

Expression in Epithelial Cells

Our methyl-eQTL analysis identified several
methylation marks near CASZ1 that are
predicted to regulate expression of 63
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Figure 3. Methylation–expression quantitative trait loci (methyl-eQTL) mapping evaluates the association

between epigenetic loci (x axis) and individual differences in quantitative levels of expressed genes (y axis) in

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) cases (n = 94) versus control subjects (n = 67). Statistically significant

expression changes that are associated with methylation differences in IPF compared with controls.

Analysis was performed on 1,315 differentially expressed genes in IPF compared with controls (5% false

discovery rate [FDR] and more than twofold change) and 50% of CHARM probes with most variable

probes across the entire dataset. The model used was expressionzmethylation1 disease1 sex1

age1 pack-years. On this plot of significant expression changes (y axis) that are associated with

methylation differences (x axis), each dot represents a significant difference in expression being affected by

methylation (,0.1% FDR) after adjusting for disease, sex, age, and pack-years of smoking. Methylation

changes that control expression of genes within 1 megabase (Mb) of the gene are referred to as cis-QTLs,

whereas methylation changes that regulate expression of more distant (.1 Mb) genes are trans-QTLs.

Blue dots represent inverse relationships of methylation and expression (negative T sum) and red dots are

positive relationships of methylation and expression (positive T sum). The size of the dot is proportional to

the P value of the significance of the methylation–expression relationship. Vertical lines of expression

changes indicate methylation marks that regulate large groups of genes (master regulators of expression).

The five most significant trans lines are annotated with the name of the gene nearest the differentially

methylated region (DMR). Modules of genes the expression of which is regulated by methylation marks

in the five trans methyl-eQTLs highlighted in (A) are shown in Figure E3.
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unique genes in trans (Table E7). In the
absence of tools to selectively alter
methylation status of methylation marks
near the CASZ1 gene, we modified
expression of CASZ1 by siRNA and studied
the effect of reduced CASZ1 expression on
expression levels of the 63 trans genes in
Calu-3 human airway epithelial cell line.
Treatment with a pool of four siRNA
duplexes for CASZ1 compared with
scrambled control pool resulted in an
average of 3.9 (60.2)-fold down-regulation
of CASZ1 in four biological replicates. A
total of 21/63 genes predicted to be
regulated by CASZ1 methylation are
differentially expressed at FDR less than
10% (Table E8A); comparing this to genomic
results (6,003 differentially expressed out of
50,559 of all probes on the array; Table E8B)
demonstrates a significant enrichment (x2

P = 1.93 1025) in predicted CASZ1 targets.
These data indicate that change of expression
of CASZ1 by methylation is a plausible
mechanism in controlling expression of the
genes predicted as targets by methyl-eQTL
analysis.

Localization of Expression and

Methylation of the CASZ1

Transcription Factor in IPF Lung

Given the unknown role of CASZ1 in
pathogenesis of pulmonary fibrosis, we
pursued further studies with this gene. We
first performed immunohistochemistry to
localize expression of this transcription
factor in normal and IPF lung. In
histologically normal lung tissue, CASZ1 is
expressed in tracheal, bronchial, and airway
epithelia with strong nuclear localization
(Figures 4A and 4B), as well as in alveolar
type II cells and alveolar macrophages
(Figure 4C). In IPF lung, there is a marked
overall decrease in airway epithelial
expression of CASZ1, with a substantial
amount of heterogeneity in expression; some
airways in fibrotic areas express reduced
levels of this transcription factor
(Figure 4D), whereas others do not express it
at all (Figure 4E). On the other hand,
alveolar type II cells in fibrotic areas
(alveolar cysts) (50) appear to express higher
concentrations of CASZ1 (Figure 4F).

To address the issue of cell specificity
of DNA methylation, especially given
differences in expression pattern of CASZ1
in airway versus alveolar epithelia in IPF
lung, we measured methylation status of the
same CASZ1 DMR validated by Epityper in
IPF lung (Chr1: 10,647,117–10,647,381)

using pyrosequencing in alveolar type II
cells from seven subjects with IPF and
four control subjects. We demonstrated an
average 3.5% decrease in methylation across
eight CpG sites within this DMR in IPF lung
compared with controls (P = 2.63 1023;
Table E9), consistent with increased
expression of CASZ1 in alveolar epithelial
cells (Figure 4). These results underscore
the importance of examining cell-specific
methylation and gene expression.

Discussion

Our genomic analysis of the IPF lung
revealed a large number of disease-
associated methylation changes that also

affect gene expression. Methylation marks
are predominantly located in gene bodies
and CpG island shores, and many of the
methylation–expression changes follow the
expected relationship. Methyl-eQTL
analysis further focused our attention on
biologically relevant methylation marks,
including relevant canonical pathways,
protein–protein networks, and
transcription factors.

Epigenetics marks can be influenced
both by the environment (51) and genetics
(52, 53), and it is likely that both factors
contribute to widespread epigenetic
changes observed in IPF lung. An area that
needs further exploration is the influence of
environmental exposures, such as cigarette

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4. Localization of castor zinc finger (CASZ) 1 expression in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)

lung. Immunohistochemical staining of normal (A–C) and IPF (D–F) lung tissue reveals a decrease in

expression of CASZ1 in airway epithelial cells in IPF compared with control lung accompanied by an

increase in expression in alveolar type II cells in alveolar cysts in IPF lung. Tissue sections were

counterstained with hematoxylin. Images were taken at 103 magnification (403 for insets).
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smoke on IPF-associated epigenetic marks
identified in the current study. Although
other studies have examined the effect of
cigarette smoke on methylation profiles in
the airway epithelium (10), no study has
done this comprehensively for the alveolar
epithelium. Our results demonstrating that
half of the IPF GWAS loci have changes
in methylation also support the possibility
that genetic risk factors may influence DNA
methylation in IPF lung. However, the
resolution of the CHARM array prevented us
from examining the interaction of specific
genetic variants and methylation marks in the
IPF GWAS loci. Further analysis will be
required to definitively address the question
of how a combination of environmental
exposures, genetic variants, and methylation
marks contributes to altered expression and
disease phenotypes.

Given that the majority of the
methylation changes we identified are
outside of CpG islands, and that published
studies of DNA methylation in IPF (18, 19)
examined only CpG islands using
different techniques for assessment of
methylation marks (methylated DNA
immunoprecipitation [18] and bisulfite
conversion [19]), we expected limited gene-
level overlap (z7% of genes identified in
our study are also in the studies by
Rabinovich and colleagues [18] or Sanders
and colleagues [19]). However, differential
methylation of several genes previously
associated with disease (four collagens,
HDAC4, NOTCH1, PDGF, SERPINF1, and
TOLLIP), as well as the novel candidate
gene, CASZ1, was observed in all studies.

Approximately half of the differentially
methylated genes are also differentially
expressed. These results are in contrast to
the previous observation of Sanders and
colleagues (19) of the very limited overlap
in methylation and expression changes in
IPF. One of the possible explanations for

this discrepancy is the fact that methylation
changes in CpG island shores have recently
been shown to be more regulatory than
those within islands (20). However, only
10–15% of genes that are more than
twofold up- or down-regulated in IPF
lung have significant associations with
methylation in our analysis. This is
consistent with the fact that mechanisms
other than DNA methylation regulate
gene expression (54).

Using the simple overlap analysis,
we observed a statistically significant
enrichment for gene expression–methylation
relationships opposite in directionality,
but also identified a number of genes
with the same direction of methylation
and expression changes, consistent
with findings of others (55). In contrast,
our analysis of methylation–expression
relationships using QTL mapping
identified, almost exclusively, relationships
with opposite directionality of methylation
and expression changes. Four out of the
five most significant trans-regulating sets of
methylation marks are near transcription
factors, suggesting that epigenetic
regulation of gene expression in IPF is at
least partially mediated by changes in
expression of transcription factors that, in
turn, regulate expression of downstream
genes.

CASZ1 is a transcription factor without
a previously established role in the
pathogenesis of IPF. CASZ1 plays a role in
the development of cardiac and skeletal
muscle (56) and blood vessel formation
(57). It promotes vascular assembly and
morphogenesis by binding to an intronic
element in EGFL7 (57), a secreted
angiogenic factor that binds to ECM, and
has a putative role in Notch signaling (58).
Given the prominent role of ECM
deposition and recapitulation of
developmental pathways in IPF lung,

CASZ1 is a strong candidate for further
studies in the context of fibroproliferation.

Moreover, identification of the histone
methyltransferase, EZH2, as a putative
mediator of methylation changes in CASZ1
on regulation of gene expression in IPF,
consistent with its known role (49), provides
further support for additional studies on
the role of CASZ1 in fibroproliferation,
with a potential therapeutic option for
alteration of gene expression in IPF, given
further studies. In fact, HDAC inhibitors
have been shown to decrease binding of
H3K27me3 and polycomb repressor
complex 2 to CASZ1 gene (49). The main
limitation of currently available epigenetic-
based therapies is lack of specificity for
gene(s) of interest; however, locus-specific
therapies are currently being developed
(59, 60).

In summary, our analysis identified
methylation–gene expression relationships
within genes that are either involved in
fibroproliferation or are feasible candidates
in this process. The main limitation of our
study is the analysis of a mixture of cells
in lung tissue; further studies in specific cell
types, such as airway and alveolar epithelial
cells or fibroblasts, are needed. Some of
the small methylation changes we identified
in the mixture of cells are likely reflective
of larger methylation changes in pure cell
populations. Another limitation is the use
of normal tissue adjacent to lung cancer
as control samples; methylation patterns
in these tissues may be abnormal due to
field cancerization (61). Despite these
limitations, identification of extensive
epigenetic changes and associated gene
expression changes in IPF lung suggests
that epigenetic therapies should be explored
for this devastating disease. n

Author disclosures are available with the text
of this article at www.atsjournals.org.
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